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EFFECTS 0
MATHEMATICS, POUT

HOME AND SCHOOL ON LEARNING
AL KNOWLEDGE AND POLITICAL ATTITUDES'

by

na V.S. Mullis

Introduction

The.1 66 release of Eualit_ofEdnit, by James
Coleman et al, indicated.that differences amongschools contribute little,

to differences in what students learn. In fact, the report findings sug

gusted that, ;compared -to home background, school had almost a negligible

effect on differences in achievement.

When one considers the question-of naturally occurring variance,thei

finding that school is of relatively less importance than priorstUdent

abilities ininf160ncing achievement is not as surprising as it might

appear. Children possess a wide range of. inherited abilities and are

products of extremely varied pre-school environments; the variation in

learning opportunities provided by schools is quite small in comparison.

Still, many found the report results tobe contrary to common sense.

That family background accounts for a substantial amount of the variation

in achievement has not been seriously questioned, ut!Jencks (1972a) as.

well as others (Bowles and Levin, 196$) were not prepared for the small

amount of variance in achievement explicitly accounted for by variations

In facilities and curricula: While one would expectstudentbackgrOund

be -a powerful determinant of pupil achievement, it might also be

icipated that school characteristics would have a! significant influence

on performance levels.

Since the resuitt'were not as expe ted, controversy arose overtech

nical- aspects' of the study-.. The findings were not,land,are not, considered

definitive in any sense.' DiSagreements oVer-purpose,:procedure and method-
;

ology abound. Some of the most notable critiques are those. by Bowles-and
\ \

\
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Levin 19681 Cain and Watts (1970), Hanushek and Kain (1972) and Jencks

(192 It. has been maintained that the data were defective because of

high n-i'esbonse rates and because of the inaccuracy, inadequacy and

irrel- ance of the informatiOn collected. It has also been suggested that

if th data.were analyzed correctly,.they might not support the conclusions

reache

C itics, who scrutinized the regression a lyseS used to examine the

relati n ofstudent characteristiCs and school resources to scholattic

achiev meat, found the model'' simplistic and the implementation of the

analys s improper,,in view of the conclusions. reported. In addition-to
;

those mentioned earlier, Smith (1972), Coleman (1972) and Mayeske et al.
1

(1973 provide detailed explanations of the problems summarized in the.

folio ing discussion.'

hebasic issueliS that of how jointly explained variance should be

ioned among explanatory variables. The'stUdy used the basic addi-parti

tive dr Adel

where

Ai

H.

B. = the characteristics of the Student Body in the sch6O1
individual-i attends

the.Facilities-and Curriculum. in the school individual ,i
attends

= the characteristics of the Teachers in the school individual:
i attends

1

. the IkchieVement 'of individual

the Home; Background experiences of, indi- idual i

b
T
T. +. e.

or cannot be explained
1

by the Measured. variables

and where
H'

b
F
and b- are weights ssignod t the various influences

- =

i-

and b 'is a constant.

The basic equation,was'built by adding one group\of variables at a.

time, Nith.the.groups being added to.the equation in the order listed

abo4e. The measure reported as an estimate of the importance of each gro6p

of variables was the. additiOn to the proportion of variance in achievement

scores explained (addition to.11.)'Mhen.that grOup.wat added to the relation -

.- .ship..This, would have created no-.problem if the variables had been



independent. ;Out since the groups'of explanatory variables .were highly

intercorrelated, as the background charaoteriStics of students are with

the characteristics of the schools they attend, the addition to the propor-

tion of variance in achievement' chateach explained was dependent on the

order in which the variables were entered into the regression equation.

If two variables are correlated they share a certain amount of explanatory

power. The shared portion of variance in achievement which can be

accounted for toy-either variable will always be attributed to that.vari-

able.which is entered into the regression first. Accordingly, the explana-

tory value of the first variable will be overstated and that of the second

variable understated.

The data.from the Equality of Educational Opportunity study have been

reanalyzed manY-tinies. HoWever, most of the analysts (Smith, 1972;

Coleman, 1972; Mayeske, 1972, 1973a) could find few grounds for disagree-

ment with the report finding "that schools bring little influence to bear

on a,child's achievement that is ind(?endent of his background and general

soCial'context"(COleman et al., 1966:325).

There have also been a number of studies of the effects of school on

learning based on other large data sets, such as.the Oentks and Brown

(1975) analysis:of the Project TALENT data and the International Associa-
-

tion for the' Evaluation of Educational Achievement OW studies (Purves,

.1973; Thorndike', 1973; Comber and Keeves, 1973). However, until a later

investigation of the problem by Coleman (1975) himself, the general find-

ings still, indicated- that school had relatively little impact on diffeiN

ences in achievement.

In . "Methods and Results in the IEAStudies of Effec 5,0f School on

Learning," Coleman (1975) r4analyzed the data from the IEA studies for

-ltterature, reading, and science to demonstrate what he considered more

appropriate analytic proceduresfor.determining the relative effects of

school on learning using cross-sectional data. He proposed combining

eath,cluster of variables intO. a signle cmmposite variable and then using

the. standardized regression Coeffidients of the composite Variables. to

estimate the overall-effect of each cluster. Theanalytit procedure was

basicallya path analysis using -.the three derived variables of hone, tYpe

Of-school and 'prograrn, and school resources. When 4e applied this



technique to the lEA data, he found a higher relative effect of school

resource variables, compared to home background variables, than had been

-previously'reported. He also found that the relative influence of home

background in determining achievement compared to the relative influence

of school in determining achievement different for specific subject

matters. Reading achievement was more of an outgrowth of home influences

than achievement in the other two subjects measured--literature and

science. This led to another conclusion--that studieS based on tests

related to reading ability, such as some of the studies using the original

Equality of Educational Opportunity data, will probably underestimate the

general effects of the school as compared to the effects of the home.

To improve and refine our understanding of the educational process,

need good estimates of the relative effects on learning of clusters of

ariables as well as the relative effects of variables within clusters.

What is needed most to answer questions about the effect -of school on

learning is a large-scale controlled social investigation. However, until

such a large-scale longitudinal experiment becomes ethically, politically

and financially possible, the best data available will continue to be that

from analysis of large-scale observational or descriptive surveys.

Even though the use of multiple linear regression techniques to answer

questions of effects of schooling has often led to disappointing and incon-

. clusive results, investigation of the utility of analysis techniques that

can be used with cross-sectional data should be continued and the work of

Coleman (1975) seemed to offer promise. However, Coleman applied his

technique to the lEA- data post hoc, and was unable to complete a full in-

vestigatlon of his suggested tecnnique, The present study was designed to

help corroborate Coleman's findings based on the IEA studies and to inves-

tigage the utility of the total suggested procedure. It used the proce-

dure suggested.by Coleman (1975) and data collected in 1976 by the National

Assessment of Educational Progress to investigate the relative importance

and effect of three clusters of variableshome environment variables,

community and-sChool environment variables, and school instructional

variables--on educational achievement in the areas. of mathematics, political

knowledge and sociopolitical attitudes.



The Data

Overview of the National Assessment of Educational ruress

The National Assessment of Educational Progress is a project, funded

by the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The primary pur-

pose of National Assessment is to gather information concerning the degree

to which educational. goals are being met nationally and to make this infor-

mation available to the general public and to eaucational decision-makers

so that problem areas can be identified, priorities established, and pro-

gress over time determined.

In an effort to determine the educational attainments of American

youth, National Assessment annually collects achievement data in a variety

of learning areas from nationally representative samples of nine-year-olds,

thirteen-year-olds and seventeen -year- olds - -the three age levels that

generally mark the end of primary,. intermediate and secondary education.

Different subject areas are assessed every year, and subjects are peri-

odically reassessed to measure changes in achievement over time. National

Assessment has interviewed and tested more than .750,000 persons since 1969

with approximately 70,000 to 100,000 persons participating each year.

Each subject area assessment evolves from a consensus process, with

the final product being the result of several years' work by a great many

educators,-scholars and lay persons from-all over the nation. Initially,

these people design objectives for each subject area, identifying general

goals they feel AmericanS should accomplish in the course of their-educa-

tion. The broad. educational objectives used by National Assessment repre-

sent the combined opinion of a diverse group of people about what young

people should know and be able to do.

After careful reviews, these objectives are given to item writers,

who create both multiple-choice and open-ended measures appropriate to the

objectives. Numerous people from across the country are also involved in

the development of the items for these assessments. Panels of specialists

and lay persons review-and revise the items before and after, the various

phases of field tryouts. To help guard against the possibility of racial,

ethnic or sexual bias, many of the reviewers represent minority grOups.-

When thHe exercises have passed all the reviews, they are administered

to national probability:samples of the target age groups. Respondents are



selected in accordance with a carefully constructed, deeply stratified,

multi-stage probability sample design. The procedure guarantees that each

respondent is selected with a known probability. By weighting each respon-

dent's performance inversely to his or her probability of selection, appro-

priate generalizations can be made to the ertire population of nine-year-

olds, thirteen-year-olds or seventeen-year-olds.

National Assessment maintains uniform administration procedures by

tape recording instructions and items and by using trained administrators,

rather than classroom personnel, to conduct assessMents. The.field staff

is hired on a permanentbasis and trained each year specifically for each

subject area assessmEnt, It should be emphasized that National Assessment

sampling procedures, as well as administration procedures, such as allow-

ing more than adequate response times on the paced tapes, were developed

to assure low non - response rates both for overall sample coverage and for

specific items.

Results to multiple-choice exercises are scored by optical scanning

machines. Open-ended respOnses are categorized according to carefully

developed scoring guides by trained readers.who have experience in the

subject area. Again, each scoring guide represents a consensus of opinion

about which -responses are acceptable in terms of the objective being mea-

sured.

ConSidering the face validity of the objectives and achievement mea-

sures,,the quality of the sample design, the use of trained field person-

nel and the care taken to assess each subject area-it takes five to six

years to develop,, administer, score and analyze each assessment--the

National Assessment data base is appropriate fora number of secondary

analyses,.

.Finally, although ational Assessment does not use a longitudinal

design; it is aft-ongoing endeavor. Some of the background variables in-

vestigated in this study have already been incorporated into three succes-

sive assessments. Res those data are collected from the field and prepared

for analysis, there WTT1-101 opportunities to replicate parts -f this study

with data related todifferent learning areas.
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Data collection by NAEP in the spring of 1976 was,particularly exten-

sive in ten= of both learning areas assessed and background variables.

Over 34,000 seventeen-year-olds attending school were assessed in three

subjects (citizenship, social studies and selected mathematics) and a sub-

stantial amount of new background information was collected. Respondents

answered background questions specific to each learning area, as well as a

number of questions adopted from the Student Questionnaire developed for

use by the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Glass of 1972

(NLS). Te.background questions, numbering over 150, provide information

on traditional home, community and school variables in addition to per-

sonal habits such as time spent watching TV and doing homework.

The target population consisted of seventeen-year-olds (specifically

students born between October 1958 and September 1959) enrolled in public

or priVate school. Age-eligible persons who were non-English speaking,

institutionalized or handicapped in such a way that they could not respond

to theeXercises as administered were excluded from the sample.

A deeply. stratified, multi-stage design with oversampling of low-

income and rural areas was used (Benrud et al., 1977). The multi-stage

design involved sampling in successive steps or stages to ensure represen-

tation of specifid subpopulations and a designed level of precision.

The first stage was the selection of primary sampling units (PSUs),

which consisted of counties or groupS of contiguous_ counties meeting a

minimum size requirement. The PSUs were stratified by region, and within

region by size of clmmunity categoires. The regions and size of community

categories used for stratification are shown in Table 1. 'Fromthe stra-

ti fieti list of 1,101 PSUs, a probability sample of 75 PSUs was drawn.

The second stage of the sampling was the selection of schools: All

public and private schools in each selected PSU.were listed and a prob-

ability sample of schools was then drawn for each sample PSU. Assessment

was conduCted in a total of 411 schools..

The third'stagewas the selection of students. Every eligible student

in each selected school was listed; a random sample of students WAS then

drawn and randomly assigned one of the assessment packages scheduled for

that school.

-7-



TABLE 1

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT SAMPLING STRATA

Classification Strata

Region Northeast
Southeast
Central
West

Size of Community The thirteen largest Standard Metropolitan
Stat,Itical Areas (SMSAs) based on fourteen-
year-old populations in the 1970 Census.

The remaining 57 SMSAs with total popula-
tions in excess of 500,000.

The 162 remaining SMSAs.

Non-SMSA counties with 65 percent or less
of their fourteen-year-old population
classified as rural in the 1970 CenSus.

Non-SMSA counties with more than 65 percent
of their fourteen-year-old population
classified as rural in the 1970 Census.

At every stage, sampling units were selected with known probabilities.

Thus, an unbiased weight for each respondent can be computed as the inverse

of that respondent's probability of selection. Use of these weights

Of course, necessary to avoid('distortion in population estimates due to the

differing-probabilities of selection.

A total of 32,484 respondents were assessed. However, not all.resoon-

dentstoOk all exercises. Exercises were grouped into booklets and each

respondent completed only one booklet. Approximately 2,500 seventeen-year-

olds attending school responded to each'booklet. Due to the sample design,

the students taking each booklet constituted a separate probability sample

of the target population of in-school seventeen-year-olds.

National, Assessment's policy is to take only one class period of a

student'S time and to avoid heavy demands on school personnel. Thus, each

booklet -takes no more than fifty minutes to administer, and there are

-8-
u



limits on the number of booklets that can be administered and students that

can be assessed in any one school.

Two booklets of mathematics items were administered, each to twice the

usual number of respondents; and nine booklets containing items related to

political knowledge and socio-political attitudes were adMinistered. The

sample sizes for each booklet are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

SAMPLE SIZES

Mathematics

Political Knowledge and
Socio-Political Attitudes

Booklet Number

1A, lB
2A, 2B

3
4
5

6

7

8
9

10

11

Total respondents for mathematics:
Total respondents for .political knowledge
and socio-political attitudes;

10,014

22,470

Sample_Size

4,984
5,030

2,465
2,461
2,616
2,490
2,506
2,430
2,467
2,533
2,502

Bias due to non - response. is a problemwi fe virtually every sample'

survey. However, National Assessment took several steps to assure that

the planned national sample size would be achieved. First, due'to S-chool

absenteeism a larger random sample was selected for each administration

than was really neeeded. This .larger sample size took into account infor-

mation from prior assessments about respOnse rates in various types of.

school. Secondly, a follow -up effort to assess "no-shows", was conducted.

This f011ov-up increased the average sample coverage from -75 percent to

85 percent.

_9-
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To strengthen its analysis and reporting procedures, National Assessment

has subject matter specialists cluster items into groups that relate to

specific content domains. The majority of the items included in the 1976

assessment were judged to measure achievement in political knowledge,

"values" or socio-political attitudes, and some fundamenta'! operations in

mathematics. These are the three subjects used as dependent variables in

this study.

The majority of the political knowledge items were concerned with five

content areas. One group of items dealt with recognition of constitutional

rights and understanding of the-law..' A second cluster of items, which asked

questions about the structure and function of government, covered such con-

cepts as separation of powers and the functions of the various levels of

government. The other three major topics concerned understanding the

electoral process, recognition of government officials, and some knowledge

of international affairs.

Questions about political attitudes were concerned with valuing con-

sti utional rights, respect for the opinions of others and willingness to

participate in the political process. The social attitudes items measured

belief in equal treatment for everyone, regardless of their sex, race, or

religious beliefs, willingness to help others in need, and consideration

of the consequences of one's own actions.

The mathematics items represented a specially modified supplement to

the 1972-73 full -scale mathematics assessment. The items were selected to

determine whether seventeen-year-olds could successfully cope with a number

of basic computational operations. Approximately h&lf the items dealt\with

addition,: subtraction, multiplication and division of integers,- decimalt,

and fractions as well'as- properties of numbers and operations on them, such

as rounding and ordering. The remainder of the items concerned probleM

solving, basic probability and statistics, reading scales and charts, mea-

surement, geometry, and elementary algebra.

Approkimately half the items used to construct the dependent variables

have not been released to the public but are being kept secure by National

AssessMent for use in future reassessments to measure change in achievement-

-10-
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overtime.- The released terns armsful tyAodumented in existing National

Assessment publitations atilhal'Assesiment-1977i 1977b).2

Iheindepondent Variables
0

The data on=- explanatory variables were obtain d from four sources:

questionnaires answered by students questionnaires answered by the prin-
.

cipal of each school, basic stuOent,leyel information provided by item

administrators and U.S. Bureau of the Censtis information. Each of the

National Assessment questionnaires is listed and summarized below.

1. Standard NAEP student background questions, contained,in each

booklet of itemspresence of newspaper, magazines, 25 bookl; and encyclo-
%

pedia in home; level of each parent's education; state student livedin at

age nine and at age thirteen.
,

, 2 uppjementa Student Questionnaire, adapted. from questions used

by._ the National Longitudinal.Study administered in conjunction with each

booklet of items-type of high school program; grades in school so far;

time spent on homework per week; number of'schools attended since firtt

ade;.length of time lived in present ommunity; hours of television'

watched preyious night; frequency with which English or other language is

spoken in home; number of older and 'younger siblings; self.-identification

of race; level of schooling desired by parents,for respondent, level of

schooling desired by respondent, level bf'schooliiig expected respcnden

presence in the home of a specific place to study, daily newipaperl dic-

tionary, encyclopedia, magazines, record player, tape recorder, color

television; typewriter, electric_dishwasher and two cars that run; teachers

influence on 'f6vel of educational plans after high school; use by teachers

ectures student-centered discussions, student projects, essay writing,

'field trips, individualized instruction, teaching machines, television

lectures, studying from textbooks,-and the library as instructional

12National Assessment has published several selected reports which
provide descriptions of the performance data for items'used in the depen-
dent variables= -These reports are: Education for Citizenshi Resort
07-CS-01; ithan l es in Political Knowl

CS-O4; zens h e acted
_. _. -
Supplemental atheTa ics Exerc ses,.



techniques in courses taken this year participation in extra-curricular

activities; self-concept; student' attftudetoward their school; what is

important to the respondent in their life; and persons who have influenced

respondents' future life.

3 Information collected by the administrator as part of each boo

let--grade level, sex, birth month and race of resporident.

4. Standard NAEP School Principal's g9estionnaire--percentage

students in eight size of community categories, percentage of students'

parents in six occupation categories, school eligibility for ESEA Title 1

aid and percent of students so eligible, and percent of students white.

5. Supplementary Basic Mathematics Princi al's Qdestionnaire--use of

standard mathematics textbooks, computer assisted instruction and indi-
,

vidualized materials; presence of mathematics laboratory,,manipulative

materials, hand-held calculators and computer terminals for each of the

four high school -grade leVels,

6. Student background questions f6r mathematics contained in each

mathematics booklet--students' attitudes toward mathematics classes;

whether theY have- taken ggieral mathematics, business mathematics, first-
,

year algebra, second-year algebra, geometry; trigonometry, statistics and

-calcUlUs,courSeihether they 1ave.used:aoalculator;:and.studehts'

habiti in mathematics classes offiniShing assignments, checking answers;

And filluingoOtthe-rightanswers-ta problems..

7..'5tudent background questions:6r political and Sotio

political attitudes cOntainedfn-each- citizenship /social studies booklet-

-frequently ofclissAisCutsionsaboUt:national-and international. politics,

\number, sChool courses dealing with government or politics, to what

extent they haVe.StUdiedhowtOadeldire.ihforMationand how.to-analyze
.

Values and7alternatives; student'attitudes toward history_ or government.

courses and opportunities for student input, and decision--..Makingin. school.

Censusrinfortationapplied as part .of the sample design -- region

OiVstie of



The Analysis

del for the Analysis

The major controversy about previous effects of school on learning

studies has tended to center on the methodology used in the regression

analyses. There seems to be general agreement about the theory underlying

these studies since all the studies referenced suggest some kind of scheme

in which.home background precedes, in a causal .sequence, various levels of

school variables. There also seems to be general agreement that compari-

sons should be made betweem the effects of basic clusters of variebles,

as well as between the variables within specific clusters, the-eventual

goal being identification of- the relative effects of specific variables

so that decisions' can be made concerning the efficacy of particular

school practices.

The methodology Coleman presented in ",Methods and Results in the lEA

Studies of 5 Effects of School on Learifing" (1975:374-80) was implemented

usi ng the IEA model for-analysis; for purposes of comparison, this study

also use0 model, as:refined by Coleman. The 'basic proposition-

underlyi% 60e model is that earlier,events influence later events. The

hone influences,the type of,school and community; home and the type of

school influence the methods of instruction, and, all three influence

achievement.

Consider the followingdiag am- indicating the model for the analysis.

Block 4

= Home, Environment
SP = School Program,. and Type

- SR = School. Resources
:Block 2 A = Achievement

Figure 1. Analytic MOO:-



The dependent variable is.achievement and the independent variables

are grouped jilt° the blocks of home background-Variables. school type and

program variables, and school resource and instructional variables.

Blocks are used not only to group variables into Sets that are similar in

type and interpretation, but also to reflect their causal relationships

and thus define their sequential order of introduction into the regression

analysis.

Each student was considered as coming to his present school from a

home which had influenced his learning through heredity and environment,

well as through -the type and:quaitty of school he had attended. The

first block of- variablisentered into the equation, therefore, were those

variables-associated with the socioeconomic characteristics and the

and .cultural level of the student's Kome.-

The next set of factors taken up ,included-the neighborhood of the

- school, -the nature Of the sohoohand the type of course or program the

dent had foIlOwed in Schbbl. These-Varfables ConSiituted block 2.

After allowance had been made for the home Packgrotind and the nature

the school and program in which the student was currently enrolled,

variables concerning the courses and instructional practices of the school

were entered into the regression. Ibis 'third block'of-variables.included

school facilities, students' exposure to the suOject, and instructional

practices used in the school. In the .following discussion, the terms

"block 1" and "home background" are used interchangeably for the'first

groukof variables. Similarly, "block 2" and "type of school and com-

munity': or "type of school .program" are synonymous, as-are,"block " and

"school" or "school curricular and instructional variables

Ccmputation of the Dependent Variables

To report the resUltsoof achievement in each subject, National

Assessment determines whither each studentrespOnded'acceptably to each

item and reports population estimates. of the percentages of acceptable

responses. The procedurd for-this'stUdy was to use the standard acceptable

ornot acceptable retponse determination to compute achievementIneasures

individual students7 As an initial achievement measure, a percentage

correct was computed for each.student' as the number ofitems answered

acceptably diVided by the *number of iteins.attempted, Since every multiple-



choice exercise included ''f -don't know" as a choice, and "I don't know'

was accepted as a response-to open-ended exercises, no corrections .for

guessing, were deemed necessary.;. Table.3 shows, for each booklet of exer-

cises, the number of items included in each achievement area, the average

nonnresponse rate for those i tems ,' and the reliability coefficient , : using
,

Kuder;-rtichardion Forritula for:the percentage correct achievement .pea -':-

sure biSed- on thOse Items. As can beseen the Teliabillty . of the total:.

scores I s quite high for mathematics, fair for'. poll tical knOW1 edge; and

lower for soCi o-pol ti da atti tudes. The tiOnrespOnse rates. we re quite

low.n every. case.
The 'Pereentage'acceptable scores for each student were Combarable

. .

amdlig students who took the same-exercise booklet, but not among students

who took different booklets, since the distribLition of item difficultieS

-varied from! booklet to booklet Appendix. A shOws the first four moments

the distribution-6f .thel-percentag-e acceptable scores for each booklet.

In addition, the accuracy-with whicWthese measures estimate a student's,

achievement level varied ?ran booklet to booklet: since each contained a

different numbenwof items.

To make the achievement measures comparable 'among exercise oo kl_

the percentage .:acceptable measures_were converted to percentile rank5

within each booklet. ce the respondentsto each set of identical book-
,-

lets reprsent sefarate national probability samples, p percentile score

based on any .one of the sets of booklets is an estimat6 of that student's

percentile rank within the national population, and thus, the percentile

scores are in fact comparable among students who responded to different

bookelts. The varying'degrees of accuracy of the achievement measures

were reflected by weighting each respondent by the number of items to

which he responded. This 'weighting was in addition to (i.e.,; multiplied

by) the-weight already assigned by National Atsessment to eacirrelpondent

on the basis of the sample design, This had the effect of givi gy,equat

, weight to each exercise.

gUe to the ,very lc, non - response

items attempted had a negligible effec
dents within ihy one booklet.

ates, the wei Ling by number of
n the- relative weights, of respon



TABLE 3

SIMARY OF ITEFIS'.USED IN DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Number of Average KR-20

Booklet Items in Percentage Reliability
Number Booklet , 21 Not__i-Rise Coefficient

athematics
lA

Total

Polittcal

43-
40

0.15%
0,30%

iF

Average 0.22%
Wtd: Avg.* 0.22%

.93

.88

8.3

rJedg

Average .91
Wtd. Avg.* .91

3 A4 0-14%. 69
4 11 0.-75%
5' 13
6
7

14
26.,, 0.07%.

.67,

.77
16 0e.08%, .69

91} 0-X6% ..79,
.71

11 9 0.16% .60.

Total 151' Aver g.e .0.20% Average .6a
Wtd.' Av * .0.16% d. Avg.-* -.71

ca1 Ati udes

3 .32% .42

.4
.48

0,05% .35
0.23% .60,

22 0,06%- .73
10 0,-26% .59

15 0.27% .62
31 .78

Total .110

*Weis hted v'rages

Av era
Wtd'. Av

0.36%,..-

e .0.23%
*.0,23%

weighted by number

Average
A. Avg.* .-64.

of.1 In!boOklet.

-

While the use of percen e ranks rather tnan raw percentages yields

comparability among _booklets , it creates the problem. that, percenti 1 e ranks
_

-

e; by definition) utliformlY distributed. .Intuitively, one-would expect

16
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that equal diffirenceSi n'percentilectco e_ would reflect greater er-

ences-in athievementwhenthe difference. i betWeen-bercent at ,ei ther

end of the sCale,then when the difference ie.-between percentiles near the-

middle of the-'scale. While there are. hot-PurelY-obJectivelrounds on

4hich,to-specuIate about the exact shape:of the distribution. of "achieve-

ment," MostWould,egree that it-iS not unifOrmand that4sYMmetriC,

"Variancp-i transformation to-thoonify differences at either

end of theAcale isneeded(MegnOson- 1966:240).

The-logit-transformatim
,.-

logit(x), =log(*) to ll x .4log(x /(1-x ))

was chosen: It has the:desired properties ofinrOtrY,indstretching the

tails.:Of:thepercentile'diStribution. In addition, it is widely known

,and.Usedeasy tor:Compute, anconsidered generally- appropriatefo- trans-

forMation of percentile and percenta0 da0-(Tukey,:i977:;62j; Nosteller
. :.
.

-andTukeY. 1977:109);

Because the =number of respondents to each booilet w s'very much ,

.larger .than the number of items inleachboolclet, a large numbir of_respon-

- (lentswere-tied in terms- of either :the percentage accepotetfle or the per-
..

centile rank.achievement-measures. Due to this discreteness in the achieve-
.

meat measure, the distribution-of:the percentile scores 1;iasnot.truly

form, but somewhat ' "lumpy." An additional adiustmentvw s made to remove

some o he effectiOf this discreteness froth the logit values.

When thelog t transformation is applied to uniforMly distributed

data, the resulting values follow a distribution known as the logistic. ,

ThiSAistribdtionhas a mean of zero and the central 9 percent.ofthe

'prObabilitylSteen:between- and .3.66y ThOtandard deviation-of the
. _

achievement measures vas approxiimately 1.:89;'but OUe. to the

disCreteness. Of,the data .this As slightly less than the value for a true

lojistic,distribution. -Appendix A shows,, fir-each booklet of items, the

firtt'four moMents_of the actual distributionS of the_percentile-scores

the uncorrecred. logits of the percentile scores, and the modified logits

that 'were actually ,used.

were compu d' separately- for each..boOk of

-s Withineach- content area 'Thereafter; -all respondents were treated



as a single sample, weighted as described earlier, and the modified logits

of the percentile ranks Were their achieiement measures.

One of the first major tasks in the analysis was to reduce the pos-

sible explanatory,variables to a manageable number. The techniques for

reduction included:

1 rejecting variables based on questions with high non-response

_re e

2. rejecting variables that seemed to be as much, or more, results'

of achievement, as contributors to aChievement;4

3. rejecting variables which were only weakly related to the

dependent variable, whether due to poor distributions or, simple failure

toLdiStriminete*,'

4. selecting the most promising of near duplicate variables; and

5. compounding similar variables whichwete-femnd to have signifi-
. ,

cant relationships with the 'criterion. .

the proCess of deciding which variables would be' reful predictors-- --

and Whether they should, be used singlyor incombination was a lengthy

process involvingmUch trial and error. Distributions were obtained for

response categories of,independent variables for each subject area. For

each response category of each independent variable the distributions of

the achievement levels for respondents in that categoryfand the number

and percehtage of respondents in that category were computed. One-way

analyses of variance were conducted on the dependent variables for cate-
,

gorical independent Variables and- zero-order correlations were Obtained,

for interval independent variables, On the basis of this information a

number of variables were found to have little or rip relationship with

achievement. Variables that,fail to disc'riminate well on the basis of

one-way analyses of virilmcq or zero-order correlations occasionally be-

come significant predictors in the presence of other variables. Flowever,

4
in his

--
Coleman, n reanalysis of the TEA data, did not treat variables

related-to student attitudes_ toward school as affec ing achievement '
(Coleman, 1975:350, Since others (Smith, 1972:317) have also .questioned
the appropriateness of such variables fa.." ffects on learning:studies, they
were considered concomitants of achievement and not included-in-this study.



considering the number-of variables, the need to reduce the data simply to

makethe analysis practical, and an intuitive agreement with most findings,

such variables were not retained.

The initial analyset not only indicated variables that did not pre-

tachievement, but also served as-the basis-for the next data reduction

Step of seletting, one variable from among sets of duplicate variables. ln-

cases where assessment data provided duplicate measures of variables, such

duplicated variables almost always showed. similar explanatory -power and

the decision was usually to select the variable with fewer categories.

the final data reduction step was to compound similar variables.

Basically, this analysis consisted of grouping. variables, primarily on the

grounds of their conceptual similarity, into clusters and graphing mean

levels of achievement for the categories of each of the variables. If the

'plots and correlations of conceptually similar variables indicated-that

the variables were also similar in terms of their relationship, toachieVe-
,

ment,'then,an effort was made to combine them

Choices among variables-were made primarily on the basis of-their

explanatory power, both, alone. and in combination with other variables.

For example, it was sometimes clear, based on .the relationship' of the corn-

bined variable to the criterion as .opposed to the relationship of the com

ponent single 'variables_ to the criterion, that'muchexplanatory power had

been lost by cOmbining variables. in'other cases, variables-wereikept in

two or more alternateforMs.until final choices between them could be

-made:on the basis of -.the regression analyses of the dependent variable!.

Graphs of mean levels of achievement for the various categories of single

or combined ordinal variables were used to determine whether the vari-

ables seemed to have a linear relationship to achievement andthus could

be reasonably. used as interval- variables in the regression analyses.

Assigning_the Variables to Blocks

The following procedures were used to determine which variables would

comprise the three blocks. First, the reports from the original -TEA

studies of science (Comber'and -Keeves, 1973), literature (Purves, 1973)

and. reading (Thorndike, 1973) were read to determine which variables were

included in the different blocks in the IEA analyses. If a variable was

used in the lEA studies and it was available from theNational'Assessment

-19-



data, itwaszautomaticallY placed in the same. block as in the lEA studies.

This left a number of variables unclassified; even after- the initial

data.reduation. procedures. National Assessment data provided-all the lEA

block I and 2 -variables' plus some additiOnal variables. For block 3, cor-

respondence bewteen-National Assessment variables and TEA variables was

not as-direct as it was for the first two blocks.

Some unclassified yeriableS were placed into blocks on the grounds

that the description of the blocks from the lEA report together with

National Assessment documentation,- clearly indicated a particular black as-

the logical chocie. Others were categorized on the basis of a judgmental-

survey distributed tbmembers. of the National Assessment professional staff.

The results the research of the IEA studiesand the-survey were three
= k

.

sets of viriables,dne-set for'each block, to be used for the initial ,

regressions. The varialb'les.,consfdered-as block 1--home background--vari-

,ables irelisted dose as _block type ofSchool and 6:4

munity--variables -in,Tabfe,5. and thoseas block 3-school- resource and

instructiona1=-Variables ,in Table 6.

The Regression Analysis

As mentioned in the introduction, there has been difficulty in obtain-

ing general agreement-as to which measUrescareappropriate tb use. to study
.

questions about-the effects of school. on:learning. Coleman's'Point in his

review of the lEA-studies (1975) is that-even subtle differences in the

questions of interest necessitate.the-use-of different measures and some-

times authors of effects'.of school on learning reports Wave not always.

carefully and explicitly ,related their methodology-to their conclusions.

Coleman (1975) emphasizes that different measures should be-used to

answer the questions` about relative effects'ofschobl VariableS on learming

as compared to other clusters of variables than should be used to answer

thehqueStions'about the relativeeffectS ofspecific variables within

Clusters. He also.states that if the problem, as in this study, is to

establish the relative effeCts of school variables on learning as toMpared

to-other clusters of-Nariables, then different measures than' those normally

rePorted shoUld be used..



TABLE 4,

BLOCK 1 (161E BACKGROUND) VARIABLES
AFTER INITIAL SELECTION AND REDUCTION

Lower level of edUcation of either parent
Both unknown
Not graduated from -high school
Graduated high school
Post high school

Reading materials in home index

Family-size

Birth order

Only child

Agein months

Sex ,Nymmy for fe ale

Race
Black
Hispanic
White
Other

Language spoken in the home
MaiAly-EngliSh
Strong bilingual
Non-English

HOurs television watched last nIgh-

Specific place for study in the' home

Typewriter in the home

Electric dishwasher in the home

Record player in the home

-Tape recorder or. cassette player in the 'home

Color television in the-home

TwO or more cars or truoks'that-run



TABLE 5

BLOCK 2 (TYPE OF'SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY) VARIABLES
AFTER INITIAL SELECTION AND REDUCTION

Present high school program of student
Academic
General
Industrial
Occupational

Large city percent (metropolitan areas .cities with populations

greater than 200,000)

Medium city percent (cities and towns with populations betwe

10,000 and 200,000, and-suburbs of_cities between 28,000 and

zomp)

Small place percent (rural areas. and towns with populations of

less than 10,000, unless- included as a suburb in indites above

Inner city versus.suburban index (from size of community dat

Rural versus urban index (from occupation data

SES of parents index (from occupation ,data)

Region of the country
Southeast
Northeast
Central
West

Percentage of students in school that are white

Whether school qualifies for ESEA Title I assistance.

Percentage'of students in school .that qualify for ESEA Title I

assistance zero ifschool does not qualify)



TABLE 6

BLOCK -(SCHOOL RESOURCE AND INSTRUCTIONAL) VARIABLES
AFTER INITIAL SELECTION AND REDUCTION,

Mathematics, Political Knowled e and59cio-Polittical Attitudes

Grade level
Grade 10 or lower
Grade 11
Grade 12

No homework assigned

Average hours homework per week

Traditional teaChing.methods

Progressive teaching methods

Mathematics

Number 'of basic courses

- Kober Of advanced courses

Used a C'alculator'

Studied Sets

Studiecyunctions,

Studied ,the metric system

Political_KnOwledqeand Socio7001

Number of'courses'in governmen
None
One, or two

Three or more

Studied how to analyze alternativeS

Studied how to acquire-infOrmation

Frequency of claSs discussion aboUt Politics

SchoOtcl=imate index

ical Attitudes

history;



The IEA studie- used essentially the traditional regression procedure

described in the introduction. Three clusters of variablesstudent back-

ground variables, type of program,and schoolVariables and then school

resource and instructional variablesWere entered in sequence into the

=regression analyses. Additional variance eXplaihed when the school resource

variables were entered was described as the incremental effect that school

had on learning. As noted previoUsly, the problem with this procedure- is

the correlation .of the independent variables. Even though those-students

with better home backgrounds4eyoften attend schools with better resources,

this does not necessarily mean that it is appropriate to control on home

background, -and in doing so entirely subtract out the effeCtt'of,school

that arerefated to home background, and then label only the remaining-

effects .as attributable to the schools.

Coleman (1975) argues that there i s not necessarily anything_wrOng

h such asymmetry, only that it is. important to :realize its implications

so that inferences drawn are not incorrect. He feels, and this -researther

agreeS, that it was-hot appropriate to use these:techniqUes,to compare the

amount,of variance in block 1 and block .3 and Conclude that one accounts

for more variance than the Other. The following discussion based on Figure

1 .Analytic Model, page 13, will demonstrate why this is sd.
--2

R- will denote_the proportion of variance in the dependent variable

explained in a regression containing the blocks of variable's shown as sub-.

scripts to R2. The symbol a will indicate a =standardized regression

coefficient for a path along which an effect occurs. .Fpr example, au in-

dicates'the\standardized regression coefficient for block 4 regressed on

block 1. Looselyi
a14

may also be'used simply o.denote the causal path

itself- from block' 1 to block 4'.

.The IEA-measure for .block (R 2 ) included all the variance due tc

the direct path And all indirect paths '414. 3-34
Cc-ai2624 1 . 12 23-'Cc and et_ a

34
-

The measure for block.3 (R1232 R12-2) riot was limited to the vari-

ance from the one direct path, but excluded that part of the direct path

due. to indirectlaths from earlier steps. Thus the lEA block ameasure_
_

accounted for path am less paths a13a34 and a23a34. Consequently, the

variance estimate.roported .for block. 1 was: quite liberal, being based on

the total. variance due.to block 1 variables. The estimate for block 3 was

-24-
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,

comparatively depressed, being based only on the variance uniquely due to

li

block 3 variables. The es imate for block 2 was somewhere in between,

including all of the varia ce that could be.accounted for by either block

2 or block 3 but-not block 1, and none of the variance that could be

accounted for by either block 1 or block 2.

Coleman starts with the same basic premise as most analysts: that

since student populations differ,at the outset,, it is not possible to judge

the quality of schools solely by the achievements of students leaving them.

He agrees that it iz necessary to control in some way for the variations

in student input with which the.teachers and staff of the school are con-

fronted and that in some way it is.the increment in achievement that the

school provides which should be the measure of the school's quality.

Coleman does not believe that variance added measures used by theMselves

are the beSt measures.` He believes that for purposes of comparison

symmetric measures should also be used and suggests obtaining both the

unique contributions to variance by each of the clusters and the relative

effects of each of the clusters as estimated by standardized regression

coefficients. The major difference between these two measures is that they

"control" on the other variables in different senses. When two indepen-

dent variables.are correlated, then the variance that may be explained by

either contributes to the regression coefficients of both. In using the

variance uniquely'explainable.by a variable, however, the variance explain-

able by either is not allocated to either variable. Thus, the standardized

regression coefficients give a symmetric estimate of the effect.of each

variable, and the unique contributions 'to the variance give a measure which

is also symmetric, but quite conservative. The idea is to use'several kinds

of measures to form an overall picture of the relative effects of the in-

puts to learning.

The essence of Coleman's recommended procedure lies in basing the

interpretation primarily on the'standardized regression coefficients of the-

blocks, much as would be done in a path analysis. The standardized regres-
.

sion coefficients for each block are those of composite variables computed

for-each block. Each composite is formed by combining all the variables

in a-block with weights which are their unstandardized coefficients in a

regression. .If .in the same regression, those variables are replaced by

27



'their composite, the introduction of he'composite does not change the

weightsmf any other variables in the regression or the total variance-ex-

plained by the regression. .Thus, the composite is truly equivalent to the

Variables and its standardized regression coefficient properly reflects

the combined effects.of the,individual variables. ,

A detcription Of'the regression methodology, used iwthisstudy follows.

First, for each subject matter, the linear combination of block 1, home

background, variables which minimized the-sum of squared deviations of the

fitted values from the actual dePendentvariable.waslound. Although the

same group of variables, those-listed in Table- 4', was used for the first

regreSsion in each subject area, different variables yielded the best fit

.for the. different subjects._.

Next the set, of block 2 variables, community, school type- and program

(Table 5) was entered into the regression in the presence of the success -

ful variables to find the linear combination:of biodk 2 variables

with the highest partial correlation with, achievement. Again the same

block 2 variables were considered for each subject, but different-subject

matters produded different results. ,Finally, the procedure was repeated ,

for block3 or schooLrelated variables. Due to-the variables available

and-their logical' relationship to subject matters, -some' of the variables

used were specific to mathematics and Others-were Specific to political

knowledge and socio7politidal attitudes (see .Table 7).

The'next procedural steps involved computing the blocks of.variables

as composite variablesand obtaining heir standardized- regression Coeffi-

cients for the blodks as a-whole. First, using the results .of the regres

sion that hid produced the best fit When. ohly variables'were

entered, a cOmposite block 1 variable .was computed that was the weighted

:sum of-the variables in block 1 the weights being the unstandardized

regression coefficients. The newly defined composite variable was then used

as the only variable in a second regression analysis. . When achievement was:.

.regressed on the composite, the standardized regression coeffiCient was

obtained..:Thii MeasUrelis used to Aesdribe the total effect Of block 1.

Neit, composite -variables were computed for the block l'and block 2 vari-

ableS -that had prodUced -6e-best fit. when .achievement had 'been regressed

on blodk 2 variables in the presence of block 1 variables.. Another
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regression analysis provided: the standardized. partial regression "coefficient

$-
4

a
1.2 -42.1' :

and a
42.1

is used to describe the proportion of variation in

achievement that school program or..type will explain when home background

variables are held fixed. Finallle using the results of regression of`

achjevenient on blocks 1,'2and 3, three composite variablesWere-computed,

and were entered into a regression to obtain the standWized partial re-

gression coefficients $ B and-42. 13* d $43.
12°

:841.23 is reported s

:the direct effect of the block 1 variables, apart from their effects though

selecting or shaping schools-l'and 042,12 is reported as the direct effect

-of block 3 variables - whether this effect implemenotS the force of the home

and school:type through-its distribution, or not.

Obtaining a measure of the inAtigagnt effect of the School variables

was more complicated' since $-- cannot merely be divided into the effectscannot

that reinforce block l.and.2 variables and theeffects that are independent

of these variables.',TOSubdivide regtiessioncoefficient $6.1, it is

necessary to take into account that a portion of the variance of the block

3 composite variable does not occur independently of variation in blocks 1

and 2, but ratheriscaused-by blocks 1 andt2. However, if Ra(12),is the

multiple correlation of blocks 1 and 2 with 3, then the proportion of. the`

varilnce in- block 3 not:associated with blocks 1 and 2'is 1-R
12

2 and the

fraction of block 3:that is independent of blocks 1 and 2 is
3(12)-*r

Thus, if we multiply 543,12 by J1- R3(12)2 we obtain'the portion of the

school effect that operates toilliindependently of even the indirect

effects of the home and type of school blocks. The measure for:the indepen-

dent effect of school resources' on achievement is the total eflect discounted

by the variation of school'resourc'es that is explained'byldocks 1 and 2.,

or 0 Vl-R 2. This is approximately equal to the square root of the
43.12 3(12).

"variance added" measure,101234 n R 122' reported as the school resource

effect in the IEA studies. However, itself is theestimate Of the
.43-12

effect school could have if all homes and communities were equal.



RESULTS

'EffectsofSchool on Learning_

The major results of this study are shown in Table The direCt

,effect of school on achievement,. expressed as a standardized regression

coefficient, was .48 for mathematict, 01. for political knowledge, and

,31-for socio-political ittitudes,(Measure 1 in Table 7). these coeffi-

cients represent the direct effect of,the school'variables if they were

distributed independently of home background. The direct effect of home

on achievement, apartfromAts effedt through the other blocks, was 1.29

for mathematics,_ for'poiitical knowledge and .22 for socio- political

attitudes (Measure 2=in Table 7). The direct/effect of home,wis substan-

tially less than the direct effect' of School in each instance.

The ratios of the direct effactof school to the direct effect of-

home background showed that school had the largest relative effect in the

area of mathematics,. the next largest,in the area of socio-political

attitudes, andAhe least tn. the area of, political knowledge(Measure

in Table,71.

However because the home acts to determine the school resources,

themselves, the direCt impact of the home 'on achievement does not express

the total effectbf home. Consequently,. it is appropriate tocomparethe

direct effect of the home apart from Its'effect, through school with the

'effect of school that is independent of, or over and -above, evenAhe in-

direct force of home background and school type. It is also useful to -cop-
y,

pare-the total effect of home background with the direct effect of 'school

(whether this.effect'is implementing the effect of home background Or inde-

pendent of it).

,When the direct effect of school-was adjusted to remove the portion

of that effect representing the indirect effects of the prior blocks, the

independent effect of school was found to be only slightly less than die

direct effect. The ratio of hp ibdependent effect to the direct effect

was about .93 in each subject (Measure 4 in Table 7). Thus, the direct
.

effect of variations -in hbme background on achievement was still far less

than the totally-independent effect:of'variations in school-on achievement.

This.means that changes school curriculum and instruction should have



TABLE 7

OVERALL RESULTS FOR ALL SUBJECT AREAS

`N=10,014

Mathe-

Measure -matics

N=22,470

Political
Knowledge

1) Direct Effect of School (a 3.12) 0.482 0.313

2) Direct Effect ©f Home Background 0.293 0.269.

(041.23)

3)Ratio of Direct Effect of School
to Direct Effect of Home Back-
gr6und (043-12/S 1 23)

1.645 1.164.

4) Ratio of Effedt of School
Independent of Home Background
and Type of Schoo to _Di rest

0 923 0.93'6

Effect of School
111
J.,- n ,2,n30 ) 2

1 Effect of School Independent of
Home Background.and Type of .445. 0.293
School(

P43 # 1 -R30 92

5) TOtal Effect f Home Background
0.523 '14.418

(a41

7) Ratio of Direct Effect of School
to Total Effect of Home Back-
-ground (A'43.0 1)

8): Ratio of Direct Effect, of-Home
laCkgroOnd'to7otal-Effect of
HoMe Backgrou0 ($41,:3/841)

e
9). Total Direct Effect of Type-of

School ($42.1).

10) Effect of Type of School
Independent of Home Background

11) Ratio of Total Direct EffeCt of
Type of School to Total Effect
of HOme Backdround 1/041)

0.922 0.749

0.560 644

0.331 0.247

0.308w 0.234

0.633 0.472

N=22,470

Political
Attitudes_

0.307

0.221

1.389

0.926

_84

0.358

0.617

0..191

0.183



Agreater net effect on achievement levels than changes in home background,

assuming that the two could be changed separately,

course,,as things stand, the home background and the. school are

related. The total-effect of variations in'home,background, including both

its direct effeOt and its indirect effect through-its influence on the

other two blocks, was .52 -for mathematics, .42 for-political knowledge, and

46 f6r socid- political attitudes (Measurefi in Table 7). In all three

areas, the total effect of home background was larger than the direct

effect of-the school variables, When all the effects of home on achigve

ment,,including those that operate indirectly through_the. tyPe:of'school

and school'inStructionaLyariablet, are considered, variations inthe home

did appear to have a greater overall impaon learning than variations in

the school.

-Even so; the comparison of the direct effect of the school variables

tothe.total'effect of the home background variables showed that the direct

effect of the. school variables was .92 as large as thetotal effect of home

for mathematics,. 75 as large as the effect of home. for political knOwledge,

and ..86 as large as the effect of the home. or socio-political attitudes

(Measure 7 in Table ,) Even though the total home background effect was

never leSs thanthe school effect,.these comparisons showed a high relative

effect of School 'variables as compared to home background, far higher than

could be Used-to support any conclusion that school makes little or no
,

difference.

For mathematics,, the direct effect of-sChool was Almost equal to the

total effect of home background... The next largest relative effect of

school was found for socio-political attitudes.. Of the three areas included

'in this'studY,the relative effect of school. was smallest for the area of

political knowledgeOnly :75 as large:as the_effect for home background:-

HOwever; thiS is about equal to the largest of Coleman's (1975:379780)

ratios of this type presented=for- the.UnitedStateS--.10 for fourteetir

'year7OldS in the area of literature ancL.76 for tenear-olds in the -area
7

of,seient

__4:_,COletrian's results foB he ICA studies are reproduced in



Only half to two - thirds of the total effect _of home-on achievement

WAS expressed directly. (MeasureS in Table 7). The rest was expressed

indirectly through its effect on the type of school and the school'in-

structional Variables,:Howeveri it is also interesting to note that

variations in society that act through the schools but independent of the

home, accounted for most of the variation in typesoftchool or school
4

instruction. The independent effect of type of School; like the Indepen-

dlent 'effect of school was-almost as large as its direct effect (Measures

9 and 10 .in `Table 7). ,Although the',total effect of variations,in home

background on achievement was substantial, home appeared to exert less

influence on variations in achievement through the type of school and

school resources than did other variations in society that act, through the

type of .school and school instruction.
.

The effeCt of type of school and type of school program- is the most

difficult to discuss since this effect is largely a result of the selec-

tion of.differently achieVing students Into different programs or schoOls. .

The effect of this block of variables appeared tobederfved primarily

from the difference. between students in an academic school program and-

those in all types. of School program (see Appendix- C.) The total
4-

effect of variations in home background on achievement (Measure 6) as

well as both the dird-ct and indirect effects of school'ihstruction

(Measures Land 5) were far greater than the effects of type of school

program (Measures 9 and 10). Relative to home background, variations in

school program appeared to have more effect on mathematics achievement

than on political- knowledge and-socio-political attitudes (Measures 11 fn.'

Table 7). The independent effect of'school'program, over and above imple-
, ,

menting the,effectof the:home (Measure 10); was slightly larger than the

direct effect of the home for mathematics and ,onlyslightly smaller than

the direct effect of the hOme for political. knowledge and socio-political

attitudes (Measure '2). lio4rer, it should be remembered that the direct

hothe'effeCt shown in Table 7 it.the'home-effact in the presence of ,all

three blocks, while the total and independent effects of type of school

program were computed without- the block 3,.-school resource, variableS

being .preten in the .regression.'



Summary of 'Effects of School .on Learning
, .

. The relative effectsof school on learning were quite large for all

three subject` matters included in this'study.
. The effect-of school on

learning was substantially larger than the effect of type of school and

school program and even tended to be quite high relative to the effect of

home on learning. Although the largest total effect on achievement for

all three subjects was due to variations in home background, the effects'

of school on learning were comparatively large.'

The relative effects of school on learning estimated by this study

were much larger than the effects reported by previous studies. The
tl

effects of- school onlearning were quite large, even in comparison to the

total effects of home on6learning--the ratios being ,92 for mathematics,

.75 for political knowledge and .86 for socio- political. attitudes. These
.

ratios were even higher than those reported by Coleman (1975:379-80). For

the United States, at age fourteen he found the ratios of direct school

effects' to total home effects to be .70 for literatures .60 for reading

and .60 for science. .The U.S. ratios Coleman reported for age ten were

.47 for reading and .76 for science.6

Both the results of this study and the results presented by Coleman
*.N

(1976:379-80) suggested that the independent effect of school, over and

above the indirect effeCts of home and type of school, was almost as, arge

(a ratio of approximately .93) as the total direct effect of school. The

data from this study clearly indicated that a great deal of the effect of

home background was derived.from its indirect influence on achievement

through the type of school ancrschooling itself. The direct effect of

home on achievement appeared to be far lesS than the direct effect of

school on achievement-evgn after the direct effect of school had been

`adjusted to remove the indirect effects of the home and type ofl4Chool

and. program. School influences_ independent of home influences had a much

higher effect on learning than home influences independent of school

influences.

6Since Colgmmn does not present data for the grade twelve students,
specific comparisons with the results of this study are difficult. His

results for ten-year-olds and fourteen-year-olds are reproduced in full.
in Appendix C.

.---:,



. This does not mean that home background did not have a substantial

-effect on achievement. Considering the total impact of home on achieve-

ment, including the portion of its influence implemented through type of

school and school instruction, home 'background variables had a greater

influence on achievement than either of the other two blocks of variables.

The total effects of home background were ;53 for mathematics, .42 for

political knowledge, and .36 for socio- political attitudes. The I5A .re-

sults presented by Coleman (1975:379-60 also indicated that-the total

effects of home background on achieVement were quite high for the United

States. These effects were among the-largest for the six countries.

reported, averaging .46 fdr age fourteen and ,44 for age ten.

Even though home background had a large influentedn.achievement, so

did schools. Not only would home lose one-third to one-half its total

effectiveness if it did not influence school, but the effect .of school

, aside from any effects of. the home is also relatively large. Most of the

effect of school is-unrelated to home and has a lage impact on achieve-

ment over and above the effect of the home circumstances' 'of the student;

These results confirmed Coleman's earlier findings that an analysis which

compares similarly computed effects of home and'school variables would

show school to be much more strongly related to achievement than had been

previously reported.

Summary of Effects_ of Specific_ Variables

In the followingsummary, the statements about the relative strengths

of the indi'Vidual variables in''the regressions are based primarily on-the

multiple regression coeffidients. (Detailed numerical results for each

of the regressions performed in this study, including hese coefficients,

are contained in Appendix C.) It.must be stressed that interpretation of

these coefficients requires great care. First, regression coefficients

measure only association, not causality. Second, since each block con-

tained'many similar variables competing to measure the same thing, the

variables were correlated.and tended to be proxies for each other. This

means the data are not necessarily going to reveal which variables were

most important. Even if.some variables really-were causal, there is no.

way to.know if their effect appeared in the regression as acoefficient

on the proper variable or as a coefficient on a proxy variable.- Third,
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the variables included in the blocks may have acted mainly as proxies for

variables not even included in the regression. Still, for whatever rea-

sons, some of the individual Variables did appear to be strongly asso-

ciated with achievement in all three subjects and these results are suM-

marized in the following discussion.

Considering all three subjedts included in this study, the Lower

level of education of Other parent and the index of Reading materials in

the home appeared to be the most relevant home background variables.

Race, Language spoken in the home, and Sex also tended to be effectiVe

explanatory variables for the. three subjects, but results within the vari-

ous dategorieschanged,from subject to subject. For example, Hispanic.

was a-good negative predictor for mathematic and political knpWledge, but

a positive predictor for socio - political attitudes. Also, as has generally

been the case, the sigh of the sex difference depended on the subject

matter. In this study males had the advantage in mathematics and political

knowledge, while females did better in the area of socio-political atti-

tudes. Hours of television watched last night and Family size appeared to

have consistent, but not remarkably negative effects on achievement in

each of the three areas. The presence of a Typewriter in the home and

Record player in the home tended to have weak but consistent positive

relationships with achievement. -

For block 2, the most relevant variable appeared to be Type of school

program. Enrollment in an'Academic school program, the single-most effec-
,

tive of the type of school and community variables, was positively tied to

achievement. This wouldbe-expected, since the variable is -probably at

least a partial proxy for academic-ability. Although variable's related to

the average SES of the student body in the school and the racial mix of

the students in the school appeared= trong when only block 2 variables-

were _Considered, all were far weaker in the presence of block =l variables.

The most effective school resource and instructional variables

appeared -to bethose related to the students exposure to the subject matter.

In all three subjects included in this study, the number of courses taken

and the study of topics within the subject were powerf61 predictors of

achievement.' The traditional- teaching methodsJndeX, based on teachers'

use of textbooks and: lectures, seemed to be effedtive in the two areas of
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mathematics and polittcal knowledge. The PrOgressive teaching methods

index, based on extent of use of class diScussions, class projects, essay

writing and use of the library or media center, was.not quite as effec-

tive a predictOr of achievement, except in the attitudinal area. Home -.

work variables also were related to,achievement -in all three subject

areas. Whether homework was assigned appeared very, important in mathe-

matics, while the amounto-F time spent doing homework tended to be more

closely associated with achievement in the two political areas.

5-
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APPENDIX A

MOMENTS OF ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES

The first four moments of four adhievement measures for mathematics

are presented in Table E The corresponding information for political

knowledge and socio- political attitudes/is shown in Tables 9 and 10

respectively.

The first four moments are presented for the percen e acceptable

and percentile rank measures of achievement, since these are intermediate

results in the amputation of the dependent variable. The first

_moments for -u JIrrected logits of the- percentile` ranks are inc1uded only

for purposes of comparison to the modified logits of the percentile ranks

which was the measure actually used as the dependent variable for this

study. (The number of respondents to each exercise booklet and the number

of items in each booklet were shown in Tables 2 and 3.)

Achiexement
Measure

. Percentage
Acceptable
10.propor on

-TABLE 8.

MOMENTS OP ACHMEMENTREASURES.
FOR MATHEMATICS

Percentile Rank
as proportion

Uniform
Oistributi

gxercise
Booklet Mean

1 0.656
0.668

Both 0.662

1 0.500
2 0.500

Both. .0.500

Modified Log
Percentile

1

Ink' 2

Both

Logistic
Oistributi

Variance Skewness Kurtosis

0.0463 '43.406 --0.504
0.0334 -0.522 -0.302'

0.0401 -0.466 -0.572

0.0833 -0.001 -1.202
0.0832 -0.001 -1.200

0.0832 -0.001 -1.201

0.500 0.0833 0.000 -1.200

-0.005 3.216 -0.077 0.828

-0.003 3.236 - 0.053 0.910

0.004 3.225 -0.066 OMB

0.000 -3.272 -0.035 0.963
0.000 3.276 -0.023 1.029

0.000 3.274 -0.029 0.995

0.000 3.290 0.000 1.200



Achievement
Measure

Pthentagt
unable
s proportion

TABLE 9

MOMENTS OF ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES
FOR POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE

Exercise
Booklet Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis.

3 0.693 0.0349 -0.626 0.102
4 0.574 0.0333 -0.106 -0.368

5 0.643 0.0384 -0.280 41.537

6 0.535 0.0338 -0.296 -0.380

7 0.692 0.0267 - -0.495 -0.105

8 0.719 0.0285 -0.769 0.429
9 0.70 0.0E130 -0.446 -0.005

10 0.530 0.0423 0.014 .-0.517

11 0.610 0.0445 -0.280 -0.444

All 0.651 0.0357 . -0.500 -0.143

0.500 0.0822. -0.009

(as proportion) 4 0.500 0,0818 0.001
S , 0.500 0.0823 -0.005
6 0.500 0.01323 . OS
7 0.500 0.0829 -0.003
8 0.500 0.0322 -0.014

.9 0.500 0.0330 -0.002

10 0.500 0.0825 0.000
11 0.500. 0.0814 -0.010

All ) 0.800 0.0824

Percentile Rank 3

Uniforie
Distribution 0.500

-1.196
-1.190
_1.202

-1.199
-1.199
.1.19B
-1.199

-1.195
-1.191

-0.005 -1.197

TABLE 9 °(Continued)

MOMENTS OF ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES
FOR POLITICAL:KNOWLEDGE

Achievement
Measjre

Legit of Percen-,
tile :Rank'

(uncorrected)

Exercise

Booklet Mean

3 -0.017\
-0.004

-0.012
-0.005
-0.006
-0.015

59 -0.004
10 -0.002

11 -0.013

All -0.008

Modified Legit of 3

Percentile Rank "4
5

6
7

3
9

10

11

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

All 0.000

Variance Skewness Kurtosis

3.049 -0.199 0.559
3.078 -0.060 0.766
3.051- -7.153 0.585
3.131 -0.031 0.856

3.180 -0:092- 0.769
3.078 -0.160 0.569

3.219 -0.052 0.973
3.131 =0.047 0.665

2.969 -0.157 0.439

3.125 -0.097 0.759

3.205 -0.113 0.687

3.213 -0.029 ',0.907

3.209 -0.093 0.712

3.236 -0.017 0.987

3.256 -0.045 0.908

3.215 -0.088 0.794

3.269 -0.021 1.071

3.239 -0.025 0.349

3.171 -0.095 0.593

3.233 -0.052 0.883

-

1.200



-Achievement
Measure

Percentage
Acceptable
(as proportion)

TABLE 10

MOMENTS OF ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES
FOR SOCIO-POLITICAL ATTITUDES

Percentile Rank
(as proportion)

Uniform
Distribution

Exorcise
Booklet Mean: Variance

3

4
5

6

7

9

10
11

All

7

8
9

10
11

0.740
0.620
0.701

0.693
0.730
0.690
0.737
0.677
0.728

0.700

0.500
0.800
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.800
0.5C0
0.500
0.500

All - 0.500
0

0.0651
0.0410
o.bela
0.0391

0.0240
0.0379
0.0232
0.0215
0.0254

0.0751

0.0806
0.0763
0.0801
0.0826
0.0812
0.0818
0.0830
0.0757.

0.0812

0.500 0.0833

Achieverdent
Mea su r a

Logit of. Percen,
tile Rank
(uncorrected)

TABLE:10 (Continued)

MOMENTS OF ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES
FOR SOCIO - POLITICAL ATTITUDES

Exercise
Booklet Mean Variance

3 -0.085 2.242 -0.692 0.019
4 -0.017 2.934 -0.149 0.534
5 -0.059 '2.326, -0.653 0.091

6 -0.028 2.900 -0.221 0.469
7 -0.010 3.145 -0.119 0.770
8 40.025 2.922 -0.283 0.417
9 -0.016 3.051 -0.187 0.686
10 ' -0.004 3.214 -0.048 0.929
11 40.048 2.672 -0.317 1.048

Skewness Kurtosis

-0.860 0.179
-0.440 .3.170

-0.488 -0.476

-0.964 0.865

-0.802 0.683
-0.582 0.133

-0.774 0.963
-0492 0.235
-0.977 1.220

-0.712 0.689

-0.133 -1.296

-0.018 -1.187

-0.063 -1.235

-0.039 .1.182

-0.008 -1.197
-0.014 -1.180
-0.013. -1.197

-0.002 -1.199

-0.119 - .1.248

-0.023 -1.199

0.000 -1.200

Skewness Kurtosis

All -0.019 3.003- 40.163 0.756

Med Logit of
Percentile-Rank

0.000
4 0.00Q
5 0.000
6 0.000
7 0.000
8 0.000
9 0.000
10 0.000.
11 0.000

2.724
3.149
2.805
3.127
3.242
3.145
3.200
3.267
2.969

.0.582
-0.093
- 0.439.

-0.145
-0.060
-0.178

.-0J0.13

-0.020
-0.234

-0.117
0.672

-0.050
0.693
0.899
0.498
0.780
1.049
0.930

All 0.000 43.110 0.807

0.000, 3.290 0.000



APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF EFFECTS FROMHMETHODS AND RESULTS IN THE IEA'
-STUDIES OF EFFECTS OF. SCHOOL ON LEARNING," BY JAMES COLEMAN*

Even though an attempt was'made to replicate the IEA studies and

Coleman's methodology as applied to the data obtained in those studies,

the comparison of results must be made Primarily at a conceptual Level.

Specific comparisons are difficult because Coleman applied his procedure

only to the IEA data for ten-yearolds and fourteen-year-olds. Also,

since Coleman was working with the existing documentation of the IEA

studies, he was Sable to compute only a few of the results he suggested

obtaining. Therefore, figures comparable to many of the results produced

in this study were not reported for science, literature or reading for any

age group. Coleman's results are presented in Tables 11 and 12.



COLEMAN'S (1975:379)-RESULTS

FOR iEA LITERATURE, READING AND SCIENCE STUDIES

( AT AGE FOURTEEN, IN SIX COUNTRIES

Measures
Chile End, Finland Sweden U.S Ltrug

Total home background Literature .38 .50 .43 .33 .39 .43 .41

effects
Reading .45 .52 .45 .32 .40 47 .44

64 (441)
Science .48 .47 .32 .42 .47 .42

Average .40 .50 .45 .32 .41 t '.46 .42

Literature .32 .22 .26 .18 .26 .30 .26

Reading .18 .19 .23 .19 .18 .28 .23

Science .26 :°30 .34 .26 .28 .28 .29

Average .28 .25 .28 .21 .24 .29 .26

School effects distrib- Literature .26: .20' ,..24 ,.I7 -45 .28 .23

Jted.jp0e0,04entlyOf 10.0009.. '.26 .16'. .21 .17 .26 .21.

11.00664sihooltype...-
Science ,27 .32, .27 27.- .27

Average . 1 .26 .20, .23 .21 .24

tz NO21.

(
R4ilo..of,, '1;10et.. sch001 Li erature., :,..811 .44: 60. 4,55 .67:. `.-70, A3:

. ,. . , ....,...,.....,... ..,.,.....,.,...,.

..,:.:ef..fes',.. to 4441..11qtre:':-:1 Reading,: 62. 37:: .. .51 .59 .45 ..60 .52,

1-.1411(qp100 ...,':gffdetI:. Science .727,' --..03- .72 81.. .67 .60 ''.69'

..,_010,.J1,-: .avi 41.12 .65 :- ,'-50 .:66'- '.59 :163 62

-141,...::
, 7111.041



liar- ores

Total home background

effects

641 =Rb 1)

Direct school effects

School effects distrib.
uteri independently of

hone and school type

4.3.)2\11 k30;)

R Rig2)

Ratio of diregt school

effects to total home

background effects

li111.12

041

48

TABLE 12

COWAN'S (19475;380) RESULTS

FOR ICA READING AND SCIENCE STUDIES

AT AGE TEN, IN SIX COUNTRIES

Chi le England Finland Italy Sweden
i U,5, Average

Reading .12 .47 .42 .31 .34 ',45 .35

Science .20 .46 .37 .20 .40 .42 .34

Average .16 .46 .40 .26 .37 .44 .35

Reading,

Science

.Average

Reading

Science

Average

Reading

Science

av8--
av

.29

.30

.30

.29

.30

.30

2.42

1.50

,1,88

.13

.18

.16

.12

.17

.15

.28

.39,

,.35

.18

.21

.19

.17

.20

.15

.43

.57

.48

.22

.20

.21

.21

.20

.2)

71

1.00

81

.18

.23

.21

.17

.22

.20

.53

.58

.57

.21

.32

.26

,20

,30

.25

.41

.76

.59

.20

.24

.22

.19

.23

21

'57

.71

.63



APPENDIX C

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR MATHEMATICS,
POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE AND POLITICAL ATTITUDES

The overall results for the series of regressions of mathematics

icievement on the blodk 1, 2 and 3 variables are presented in Table 13.

Thesimple correlation coefficients, the multiple regression coefficients

and the F-ratios for the regression of mathematics achievement on the
,-_-

,variables in each of the three bio6ks are included ib Tables 14, 15 and

The F- ratios shown in these. tables are "partial," not "sequential"

or "hierarchical" Fratios; they test the signifiOance of each variable

'as if it hid been the last one added to the equation. The standardized

regression coefficients for the interval variableS in all mathematics

blocks arerincluded in Table 17.

The egression results for the three blocks of variables for politi--

cal knowledge are presented inles 18 through 22. Tables 23 through

27 contain the regression'remults for the three blocks of variables-for

political attitudes.



TABLE 13

SW ART 01 MATHEMATICS REGRESSION WHITS

N 4 10,014

Blocks Included In Regression

. Blocks Blocks

Block 1 1 and 2 1g and 3

stadarmedlyosio
toitnae-di

Block I Olie Badyr004)

Block .2 (Type of School

and Connolly)

Block 3 (School Resources)

Correlatloosbetwou Blocks

Block 1 with Block 2

Plat I with Block 3

Block 2 with dock

Each 1 and 2 with Block 3

petcent of Total Variance

kg--''''''

By all Blocks included

Uniquely by Block 1

Uniquely by Block 2

Wooly by Block 3

Jointly by all Blocks

51

0.396 0.293

0.331 0.184

0,482

0.367 0.400

0.224

0.316

0.384

27,33 36.3% 52.55

21.3% 13.65' 7.15

g.st 2.51

19.8%

0.0% 13.22 22.9%

TABLE 14

REGRESSION RESULTS TOR MATHEMATICS BLOCK
I (HOME BAERGROUND)

N 10101i

Regression Coefficients and

+Ratios jon second 114

Simple
Blocks Included in Regression

Corre- Blocks Blocks

liatne_of Variable lotion Block 1 146 2 I and 3

Both Parents Unknown Edoc; -0,204 .1.112 -0.013 c0=421

364 215 76

One Parent Not Grad. H. -0:118 .0.911 -0.585 .0.313

366 162 6)

0.103 .0.555 -0.361 -0;174

155 75 , 22

Reading Maters a :Index 0,284 0.235 0;192 0:064

133 101 15

family -0.158 -0.038 .0.028 ..

.24 15

A0g In lion hi 0.035 0.019 0.018 -0,009

17 17 5

female -0doa -146$ -0.468 -0.527

226 251 405

Black 4.321 -1.441 -1.091s -1,080

641 293 392

Hisponic -0.160 -0.7340.517 -0,457

74 42 40

Other Non-White Race 0.002 0.23: 0170 0,31;

804-Eo9lish -0.137 .0,475 .0,155 0,283

36 38 19

Bilingual
.0.071 0.481 -0.434 -0;303

30 27 17
floors of TV Watched , ,160 -0.082 -0,060 -0,033

18 47 19

SpecITic Study Place 0.051 -0,115 -0:114 -0,180

12 22 SO

Typ ,niter 0118 0.318 0.238 0,113

63 40 '12

Dishwasher 0.261 0,251 0.145 0.087

50 18 9
Record Player

0.133 0.342 0,295 0;240

31 26 25

Color IV 0,099 .1.156 -0.169 -0,103

16 19 9

Both Parents Grad. H.S.



TAKE 15

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR MATHEMATICS BLOCK 2

(TYPE OF SCHOOL AND COUNTY)

TABLE 16

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR MATHEMATICS BLOCK 3

(SCHOOL RESOURCES)

N P10,014 N g 10,014

Regression Coefficients and

-Rotios jkn second lineL

Regression Coefficients and

:Natio oh second line

sloe Blocks Included in Regression , slopie Blocks included in Regression

Corre !flocks Blocks

flaiaule lotion Block 2 1 and and: 3 Nome of Variable

Acedemle'Prugrim 0,389 1.213 1;018 0.489 Grade 10'or Lower

1330 1143 257

OccupotionalTrogram -0,177 0.269 N.. .*R Grade 11

33

Large City Percent, -0,059 = 0,222,

28

No Work Assigned

Inner-Suburban Index' -0;140 -0132 .=-,
._ Hours of Monework

16 L

1

44

Rural -Urban Ike 0.018 0,351 4,181 0,121

31 10 7

Traditional Methods ,

Co

I SES Index* .0,274 -0,951 -0.380 ,-0,175

134, 23 7 f

Progressive Methods

Northeast 0;034 ---, -0,139 -0,201 Basic Courses Taken

14 39

Southeast .0416 -0;211 -0.113 4,105 Advanced Courses Taken

25 9 9

Percent White In School' 0.291 1,328 0.680 0621 Used Calculator

212 55 65

School Title I Eligible -0,052 0,195. 0.142 0,095 Studied Sets

21 13 8

Percent Students.Eligible' -0;210 -0.904 -0.601 .0;503 Studied Functions

47 20 19

e

'Coefficients for these variables are given for the variable

expressed aea proportion rather than as a percent. The co.

efficlehts are spoiler by a factorof.one hundred If the varl.

able is given as a percent.

Studied Metric System

Corm. Blocks

laden Hock 3 b_2 add 3

-0302 .0.816, .0,657

389 221

0:116 .
P.@ 4421

24

-0,160 -0.343 -0;271

32 25

0.204 0.018

13

, 0.222 0.094 0.059

51 28

0,248 0.048 0.025

/ 47 16

0,3E15 0.419 0;310

357 p245

0,464 0.721

1142 'Ai
0,233 0,398 0.207

126 43

0.290 0,517 0.594

173 203

0.301 0.359 0.237

117 64

0.231 0.308 0.?28

91 63
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TABLE 11

,11E6RES51011 RESULTS VOA -tATIMICS-411 BLOCKS

Standardized tegrestion Coefficients for

Variables Other than Dunnles

Block 1 Variables

Reading Platerials !Wes

anlly Size

Ale In Months

Boers Of TV "latched

Block 2 Variables

11 10,014

Large City Percent

Inner-S*60n IndeA

Rural -Urban Index

SES,Indes

Yew( te h S tool

Percent Stoloots fliylbie

Block 3 Variatt

Ileum of is

Methu6

Progressive 144004

Basli Courses TO,011

MvilKed,Courses Taken

010154 Included in Persiln41

Bloch 1

flocks

l'ani
WI

1, 2e11

0.111 0,091 0,030

.043 -0,02 .
0.035 0031 .4,0111

4.077 -0,050 4011

Blocks Blocks

lack 1 ind 2 'dad

E 0.046

.0.039

0.060 0,031 00'
.4.128 -0.041 -0.024

0:179 0,00 0.052

.0,009!, .0.06

Blocks

1104 1,2 and

0,015

0,064 0.00
0.059 0.031

0.164 0.121

0.293 0.229

IAlOkk 7B

stil101 0i MORA, OEM C12155101 ki5V1,1S -

A. U,011

5t +edardtrit kinrist

BIM; included

Mocks

41641 1 a rra

in Rernision

Ilcis
1.1 Rld 3

1;(10se '11(Airourici)

11410

0 AO Q. 33i 0.169

(1):ye ar 1chaii

iAl C441111t4 0.241 5.113

----Altett 5 (54looal 0.113

Wig); ktioto 11)0e)s

klo(k 0 el 460aela ? 0,321 0.315

HMI .010111h (1,1ecla 0.233

11(.6411 g wit O 10L1( 3 0.324

1 are 2 rich Slack-, 3 0.352

10111._of triatice

ky ue1l kloOs te.jsded 17,51 3131 30,4

kaialuet1 bi BlAck 1 11.5i 1011 .6.11

bit:013 V alak 1 5.51 4CA

Black 3

ill klo4ts;; 111



TA606 19

RIZESSIOM RESULTS OR POLITICAL MOWLEOU 8001 1

(HOHE BACWROUID),

li s 22,410

Regression Coefficients arid

1±lailisjoluntI 1111_

51004 Blocks Included In Regression

Haas 01,ysio!

Corry MethsBlocks

Block I 1 and 2 1

Blocks

2and 3

Both Parents Unknown Woe. -0.175 .0,909 .0.108 .0.549

488 313 20/

One Parent hot 6raiL 11.5. -0.137 -0.613 -0.446 .0.360

408 , 189 135

Both paronitIr44. H.S, 0.069 .0,419 .0.335 .0,274

236 121 r 89

leading Materials Index 0.2/4 13.281 0,244 0.152

fey 51to -0.112

401 ,

-0.045

302E

-0.051 ,

121

4,042

136 114 68

Birth Order .8.045 .0,266, 0212 0.166

24 15 11

Age In Months 0.065 0.030 0.026

90 12

Tamale .0.009 .0,340 .0.331' .8447

239 251 465

Black -0.182 -0.556 -0445 .0.451

196 94 109

Hispanic .0.116 -0299 40275 .0103

23 20 .27

.Other Nonlhile'Race .0.055 -0,414 -0.293 -0.464

29 13 : 36

NoOnglisb .0.145 4,619 4501 .0,404

110 110 54

.0.053
0,264 -0.261 -0.226

20 21. 17

Hours of TV Watched .0,138 0.021 -0.050 -0.036

139 05 35

,Typewriter 0.103 0,285 0,220 0,130

101 69 25

Dishuesher 0.192 0105

19

Record Player. 0.111 0.242 0.211, 0.201

25, 21 20

1,0.4t44.c.I.A..04-11.4134.44-14AOW-44V.Alita4M.,f,

TABLE 20

hECRISSION RESULTS FOR POLITICAL 6140415Gt LIM 2

(Tor 01-60001 40 CCOUNIII1

time of Variable

Acadenric Program

General Program

Medium City Percent*

Small Place Percent*.

Inner-Suburban index*

Rural-Urban Index*

5E5 Index*

Northe

Central

West

cent White IA 56001#

H. a 22,470

. Regressien toefrIcients and

F.fianil lino

5 -111 1e,01 ockt Included in Regressicie

Corri. Blocks lIonis

'la0i2 1 and 2 bSAI.

0 03- 1.313 .1.031 0,119

103 1100 556

-0.117 0.460 0.314 0.231

?24 113 53

0.071 0,120 - --

21

-0.046 f*. -0,133 40,003

20 9

-0.044 0,154 0,116

1$ 20

.0.069 0.261 0,304 0.194

33 3) 113

-0.198 0.236 4.421 -0,296

193 61 31

0.024 4.121 -0.015

21 9

0.033 0.116 0..

11

-0.002

10

0.106 0,943 0,24 9.26a

270 1$ 15

'Coefficients for these variables art Wu For the variable

expressed as a proportion rather than as A percent. Time

efficlents are wallet by a factor of one hundred If the Vdri.

51d is 91Ver as a ptrceoi.
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TABLE 22

REGRESSIiiii RESULTS FOR POLITICAL

(SC0001 R(SOURCES)

N 4 MVO

f

Corm-

lips of Variable Winn'

,Grade 10' or Lower -.

Grade 11 0.144

No Oritwork AAlyned -0,116

lours of licaArk 5,194'

traditional Methods 0:229

Progressive Methods 0,248

No Courses Taken .0,164

I 1 or 2 Courses TAN -0,040

Studied: AnalYze Woo 0.211

Studied: Acquire Info. 0,156

04-cussion frequcucy 0.189

.5chodl photo Scale 0,157

KflOWLENE BLOCK

.

Regression Coefficients and

MBE 510f1 RTSIATS foR

Standardized Regression

Variables

Block 1 Variables

Reading Materials Index

holly Silo
Birth Order

Age in &nibs

Hours of TV Watched

Block 2 Variables

POLITICAL gliONLEOGE..Alt

Coefficients ter
0tl,er than Dallies

* 22,470

Block Included In

Blocks,

Hock] 1-.edd_2

BLOCKS

Regression

Blocks.

1- 2 and 3

(boil

4,048

00

034

Mocks

TLS 3

Blocks Incl0ded

Bloc_ k 3

in Regression

Blocks

.L2 and 3

-1.014

588

-0.439

172

EMA.

0,042

130.

0,126

204

0.045

83

.0.403

87

-0,088

17-

0,211

121,

0.059

9

0,110

72

0:031

9

0.136 0.115

4,074 -0065

4.030 4424
0.058 0.050

4.073 =0.055

Blocks

Block 2 1 and 2

.1.351

954

-0,457

163

=0,156

8

0.050

161..

0,175

347

1)A)82

220

-0.460

99

-0.085

14

0.291

245

0.141

90

0.062

179

liediore City Percent

, Snail Place Percent

L Inner-Suburban. Index

Rural-Urban Index

5E5 Index

Percent White' in.Scliol,

, ,

Block 3 Variables

Nes of iluework
Traditional Methods

ProgresSiue Reihods

Studied: kalyze Values

Studied: Acquire Info,

Discussion Frequency

School Climate Scale

0,031

-0.033

0.025

0.045 041
50.112 -0061

0.1167 0.034

ilok 3

9.083

0.121

0.102

0.103

..*

0.062

0.002

_ard

0.0211

0.027

0.032

-0,043

0,032

blocks

1_ 2 ,ind 3

0.069

0,037

0.058

0.075

0.020

0.052

OA]



TABLE 23

%WM Or S4t1 POLITICAL AMMO RLBRESSION RESULIS

N

490411,0 lipMion,
OOK

22,410

eloclks Included

Block 1

in

blocks.

1 andd22.

Regression

614ks

I 2 and 3

&tit 1 (041$ 430gNrid) 0;150 0.302 0,221

0100 2 MO ()ISOM 0,191 0,120
04 R040411YY

0100 3 (School Resources) 0307

0-oytia000 Lc1wreh Bloeits

Block 1 with 0101, 2 0.218 0.275

010 1 with 8104 3 0,300

Block 2 with Block 3
0.300

014F% 1 and 1 With Block 0;370

Ptiroentlfiotal Variance

Ii04101

BY 411 OloCk1 10144 12.8$ 16,0% 23,5$

Unigoely by Block 1 12.0; 13,4%

Uhllobly by Block 2 ,
1.4%

UnItidely by Block :3 8.1$

Jointly 4411 Blocks' OA; 4.23 10;0;

TABLE 24

Kr4E551r, RESULTS FOR SOCIO=POLITICAL ATTIFIJOES BLOCK 4

(Oa DAMON)

Wait of Variable

K k 22,410

sloe Blocks

Lorre-

lation

Regression Coefficients and

fl4tidslon secol11I21

Incloond in

Blacks

Black 1 1 and 2

wogression

Blocks

1 _2 and 3

Both Parents Unknown Educ. 4.159 .822 4,669 -0,511

394 266 153

One parent flat Grad, 0.5, 4,086 -0,521 -0.262

261 106 /0

Both Parents Grad. HI 0.00 .0,0 0,282 -0.217

162 53

Reading Waterials Index 0;239 0,281 0,247 0.165

371 14?

WHY 5Ite, .00118 4,041 0,014 -0.022

54 37 18

Age in Months 0052 0.023 0,010

51 39

FpanalE 0.414, '0..114 0.311,0125

343 356 217

Black -0112 4440 0.018 .0,121

35 3

Hispanic -0.051 0.184 0.136 0,114

B 4 3

Other Non-White Race 1,063 4,431 .0;334

33; 38

Non-English 1,121 4,631 .0.608 -0.449

113 , 108 54

Bilingual 4.151 4,144 .0,118

a_ 6 6

Hours of TV Watched
1 ,123 -0.066 .0.054 -0,016

9a, 6) 33

Specific Study Place . 0.104 0.179 -0.146

60 41

Typewrite( 0.165 0.228 0.180 0.115

63 41 18

Record Player 0.113 0:261 0.245 0,298

29 26 43

62
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TABLE 25

plu[15 FOR SOC104011TICAL AT111045 10.0CX 2

nypE Of SCHOOL AID C0f00111111

Lisis Fig 11 4.3 LA I 443. ER L31.1 fl if ,14...77 .s-Sy

TALE 26

RECRE55101 lif-OLT4 fOR 500040[111(0L ATIllUDES BLOCK 3'

(000L A[BOBR(rs1

1132,410

Regression Coefficients and

116.11D11 WOW I OIL

N 0 22,4/0

Simple

Corn-

Regression Coefficients

_Natio Isiu

and

Second line

in Regression

Blocks

Si oe Blocks Included 10 Regression

tor* Oaks Blocks

Mocks Included

Noneofhriable titian Block 1 and 2 1 LAI !OK of idisbOy latipg
illtd 3

14,1 and 3

Academic jraii 0.212 1,219 0,130 0.408
Grade 10 or Lower 4.216 .0482 -0:516

568 642 242 112 151

6ener 1 Program -0.096 0.552 0.211 0.111 Grade 11 0.122 0,260 .0:211

100 85 38 55 18

.
OcciloatIOnal Program 0.260

Pours of Hmatwork 0,225 0.014 0.051

21
303 - 181

Large Clty Percent' .0.002 = 0,116 0.042 Traditional )9atheds 0:225 0,160. 0,110

15 2 207 143

loner-Suburban Index' .0:063 -0.111
ProssIve NethadS 0269 0,104 0.013

16 314 191

SFS Index* -0,111 4,319
No Courses Token .0,150 0.529 -0.416

6/
126 44

Southeast -0.000 .0.110
I or 2 Courses Taken .0,052

-0,121 -0.110

13
28

West 0.019 000 0.105 0,168 Studied: Antalya Values 0.202 0.222 0.205 .

12 19 43 115 106

Percent White iii Schual, 9:131 0.694 , 0,355 0.109

121 34 '23

Studied: Require Info, 0.172 0.129

36

0.1$6

56

"Coefficients for fhoo variables ao given for the variable

massed 4S 4 proportion rather than as a percent, Ile co-

Discussion fregutney 0,181 0i108

51.

0:112

59

efficients are spoiler by a factor of one hundred If the vari School climate Scale 0.128 0,041 0:019

able 6 given A 4 Percent. 80 19



TABLE 27

'
REGNI55104 HLStiLi5 FUR 5 CIO-POLITICAL A EITUVE5--ALI. BLOCKS

Standardized Regression Coefficients for
Variables Other than °wales

N 22.410

Blocks included in Regression,

Blocks :Blocks
2 apik3

0.079
-0.026

-0.034

Blocks Blocks
Block 2 1 and 2 1, 2 and 3

0.025 0.009

-0.028

0.084 0.047 0.037

OlaciLthriables Block 1 1 and 2 1

Reading Materials Index 0.134 0.118

Email/ Size -0.048 -0.039

Age in Months 0.045 0.038

Hours of TV Watched -0.063 Lam'

Block 210aeiablos

large City Percent
inner-Suberban index
5E5 index
Percent White in Sch001

ck 3 Variables

Blocks

Block 3 1 2 and 3

Hours of Homework 0.125 0.086

Traditional Methods 0.111 0.076

ProgreSsIve Methods, 0.131 0.092

Studied: Analyze Values 0.079 0.073

Studied; Acquire Info. 0.043 0.052

Discussion Frequency 0.048 0.050

School Climate Scale 0.056 0.026



APPENDIX D

MEAN AND VARIANCE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The mean and variance of each independent variable for the mathe-

matics analySit are shown in Table28-.- The same information. for the

political knowledge and socio-political attitudes analyses is presented.

in Tables 29 and 30.

As discuSSed, a' different sample was used for mathematics than for

the other two subject matters. The slight differences in the distribu-

tions of the independent variables for political knowledge and socio-

political attitudes are due to the fact that respondents were weighted

by the number of items attempted fOr the subject matter being analyzed.



TABLE 20

#

MLAN 440 VARIANCE' OF IHUTPEN13EN1 VARIABLES

10k MATHEMATICS

8195k, ',Variables

Both Parents Bution Edoc.

OF NmE Mot God. U.S.

Punt S Grad. 11,5,

Both Parents Post 11,S,

Reading Materials Index

family Site

Birth Order

Only Child

Age in Months

lenale

White

Black

Hispanic

Other Hon.White Pre

English

Non.inglish

Bilingual

Hours of TV Watched

Ch
Specific Study Place

Typowriter

Dishwasher

Record Player

Tape Recorder

(oler 11

Two Cr S that P40

67

H10!014

!Ran

0,111

0,324

0,331

0.196

4,471

4.220

0,509

0.0)1

6,280

0.506

0,810

0,095

0.042

0.023

0.919

0.040

0.033

1,50

0,552

0.221

0,438

0,900

0,800

0.759

0.735

Vari ance

0.121

0.219

0,224

0.159

0,728

4.345

0.019

Lolo

114999

0,250

0.134

0:066

0.041

0.022

0.014

0.046

0.032

2.885

0247

0200,

0,246

0:090

0.160

0.183

0.195

TAKE 21i Motioned)

MEAN 41:0 VARIANCE or INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

FOR MATHEMATICS

ORR 2 Variables 1.1ean Variance

AcdtIonlo Provo 0,360 0.233
General harm 0:413 0*212

Industrial Protiroul 0,068 0.063

Uccupatl Program 0,150 0,120
Urge City Percod,* 0,181 0.143

Medium City Peluni* 0,437 0,212 ,

Snmll Place Percent* 0,382 0,203

Inoer.Suburban Index* 43,015 0.092

Rural,Urban Index* -0,695 0.096

SES Index' 0,070 0.060

Southeast 0.201 0.161

Northeast 0.260 0.193'

Central
,

0,214 0,199

West 0,264 0.195

Percent White in School* 0.819 0.056

School Title I Eligible 0.462 0.219

Percent Students Eligible* 0,095 0.027

Block 3 Variables Mean Varfance.

Grade 10 or bower 0.152 0.129

Grade 11 0,712 0.191

Grade I. 0.105 0.091

No Homework Assigned 0.062 ,Losa

Moors of BoMework 4.018 8.674

Traditional ICH& 6,609 1.518

Progressive iLthods. 9,461 4.795

Basic Courses idol 2,190 0.499

Advanced Courses Won 0.602 0.511

Used Calculator 0.778 0,112

Studied Seth 0.876 0,109

Studied Functions 0.677 0,219

Studied Metric System 0,690 0.214

Men and variance for these variables a given for the vol.

able expressed as a proportion rather 04 n as a percent,

kr,;,o,re
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TABLE 29

WNW VARIANCE OF UMIPPIIM VARIABLES

FOR,POLITIM KIIMALODE

IllockiVrJOSs,

Both PartotiJinknovio:Edoq,

Orie rdruL Nut Grad,

:Both Parents Grail,

Both Parents Post B,5,

Reading Moteriat ludo

Faaiily Site

00111 Order

Only Child

Age In NOM
Wig
White

Bleck

hispanic

:Other No-White Noce

English

Hen - English

'Bilingual
Hours of TV 11(itchol

Specific Study Place

Typewriter'

Ohhwasher

Record PlaYer

Toe Recorder

Color 11/

Iwo Ears t1oL Run

N'12,170

Pear,

0,131

0,329

0,325

0,209

4,481

4,241

0,513

0,0213

6,259

0,500

0,841

0.091

0,040

0,021

0.920

0.043

0,037

1,659

0,577

0,764

0,465

0,939

0,637

0,791

0M1

t=3=0:aft-1

Varionce

0,118

,221

0,219

0,165

0,116

1,279

0,011

0,027

12,013

0,250

0,134

0,0613

0,03g

0,021

0,073

0,011

0,036

2.896

0,241

0.1130

0,249

0,057

0.137

0,166

0,171

t '46LE Is ii(oloinoto)

11)111 AAP f 'ACC 01 WITCO MAN
fly ,COI. Iltiftl kiNa114(

Elect 1 Var ale t+ an

R6ideole tratat
GdoerAl

1010510 al P(ogroo

OetapallicAi I Prooroo

Lege NO Pewit'
FIONA CI ty rvrceAr
dull na.40 rtrality:
trorlor,1418irtioli 10e);'

Rdral0Vrtau 04100

50 1014
Svellieist

Control

Welt

Peceoi Olte in halo
ScilonV Title' 1 Eltlgltle
Pete* Siiikents 11111b1ek

alAtk

Grolde 10 ty 1.4wer.

arAde, 11

601Je 11

No llorromei pilso
Roos of 1-i4ttcit
TrAiLl5n11

hintaks

No (Norio ta0on'
1 Wen

Or Vre Cie Tata
Stodlegh halo, Value5

lc cpul Info,

iOws110 freingoity
Scrol C1 Oa tO Scale

0.366

5.140

0.050

(1344

VIM
5.132

4,024

430?
.1

AO

d1C1

o 466

0 .86
0 Alt

.095

Nan

k161
043Z

0x105~

gAia,
4,10
6,154

9 ;199

0,070

o,iaa
0.112

LIU
1,182

2,137

4,188

rdir

0,232

0,216

6,1117

0113

0.110

0.211

O. 203

0.05
0.00
.0,00
0.166

0.109

0,197

0, 195

0,1119

0.219'

0.09

V'ariaiice

0.136

8.165

11.014

0.016

8,912

. 1,517

5.015

0:N5

250

0,211

0,403

0.18
6413

3.616

9+01n mr*not for thse vair1ofilos are 11 to fo,rthe 146
oPles ItorelOtd o,poportlord rather thAv percint,

1,

7

ra



'

IRAN Ali0 VARIANCE OF INDEPENDENT VARIAOLES

FOR SEICIO.pOtiEl.CAL ATTIEDDES

11 a 22,410

Mean tiariarq

Both Parents tinsomEdue, 0.136 0.111

One Parent hot Pad: 11,5 0.332 0.222

Both Parents Grad,

loth Parents' Pest 11,5.

0.324.

0.208

0.219

0.165

Reading Materials Index 4,486 0.120

Fiddly Size .4.2i4 4.290

Birth Order 0,514 0.040

Only Child. 0.028 0.027

Age In Months 6.258 12.047

)4nitle

Alto

0.512

0,1344

0.250

0.132

Black c0.054 '' . 0.085

Hispanic
0.039: 0.038

.0The(Non.White Rice 0.013 0.022

English 0,920 0.014

0,044 0.042

911in9N01 0.036 0.135

Hours ofJV Watched 1.555 2.892

.SpecIfic:Study Plate 0,519 0.244

Typewriter_

Dishimsher

Record Player

0.764

0,45

0,939

0.160

0.249

0.05e

Tape Etter* 0,833 0.139

Color 11i 0.791\ 0.165

Tax Cars that Run 0.712 0.116

AUX .r.it a JAI a -*ftim p.4 s 4ffl,

1A6V130 (Continued)

MEAN AND. VAIIIAIICC OF INDEPENDENT, VARIABLES

FOR SOCIOPooricAt Af [OWES

Oloth 2 Variables Mean Variants

Academic Pre0ram 0,365 0:232

General Program 0,438 0,246

Industrial Program CLOS2 0.049

ilccUpitional Prograa 0.145 .0114

Large City Percent' 0,182 0,143

*Man City Percent' 0.211

.50411 Plate Percents kl,N5 0.205

inner-Suhurban Index* -0,826 0.083

Rural-Urhan Index' -0,704 0,089

SE5 Index' 4.08C 0.065

5Outheast AM1 0,110

Northeast 0,253 0.189

Central 0,261 0.196

.Rest 0,263 0,194

Percent Atte in 5eh4010 0,830 0.046

k110o1 Title I Eligible 0,4/9 0.250

Percent Students El igibit* 0.017 0,021

0100 3 Varlibles lariaoce

Grade 10 or toter. 0:146. 0,1.8

Grade,11 , 0,729 CI) 98

Bride 12 - .' 0,105 "1.094
No Homework AsSigned 04$1 0.048

40iirs Of Homesork : 4.159 9,013

Traditional Methods 1,,. 6,712 1,316

progres.5isie methods 9.510' 5,009 .

No Courses Taken 0,041
.

0.063

1 or 2 Courses liken '0,484' MO
3 or Hare Courses Eaten. 0,149 0,247

studied; Analyze Values 1.191 0;401

'Studied: Acoireinfu. 1,182 0.3$0

Discussion. Frequency 2,165. 1.620

School Climate Scale 4 ,11 5,103

arkverlaAce for these variables are given far tiot vari-
able expressed as a prepanion rather than as a rcerot.

4


